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Events take center stage in Stockholm


Events take centerstage in Stockholm

Our scenic metropolis makes an inspiring backdrop for any event. Take advantage of everything the region has to offer and plan a truly memorable experience. Welcome to Stockholm, where creativity thrives and dreams are realized.
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Let’s make eventmagic happen
Let’s make event magic happen
We work closely with our network of professional and experienced partners as well as with other relevant departments within the City. We’re ready to help you - always free of charge.
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How we can help
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We'll make your ideas reality
From the concept stage right through to realizing your vision, we’ll be there to help with professional guidance, knowledge and a wide-reaching network of contacts.
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A leg-up with the legwork
Find the support you need to compile and coordinate applications and biddings and start planning a successful event in Stockholm.




Why choose Stockholm
for your event?


Why stage a public eventin Stockholm?
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Reason #1
A destination with global clout

Give them an event to remember in a trendsetting destination they'll never forget. Stockholm is globally recognized as a leader in the music, gaming and tech industries, and one of the foremost regions when it comes to innovation, design and food.
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Reason #2
Climate-smart gatherings

People take the climate crisis seriously and consider sustainability when making decisions, including whether or not to attend an event. We share your high standards and work to ensure your event in Stockholm starts and ends on a climate-friendly footing.
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Reason #3
Efficiency meets excellence

Things here run like clockwork, thanks to our practicality, efficiency and a Scandinavian attention to detail. A non-hierarchical culture and speedy decision-making makes event planning a breeze. Choose Stockholm for glitch-free events and high quality at a fair price.
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Reason #4
Venues of all shapes and sizes

From intimate gigs to megastars performing for a 70,000-strong crowd, we’ve got the ideal venue for your event. Indoors, outdoors or even by the water, Stockholm turns an event into a lifelong memory.








Highlights

What's onin Stockholm
Stockholm has an events calendar packed full of live concerts, international gatherings, trade fairs and plenty more.


[image: Audience in front of a music performance]Photo: Visit Stockholm, Oskar SchellerWhat to see this seasonYou won't be caught short for something to do in Stockholm. Check out this season's highlights.[image: ]Read moreWhat to see this season
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[image: Friends]Photo: Anna HugossonActivities in StockholmMake some time to explore our city. Check out these tips for things to see and do in Stockholm.[image: ]Read moreActivities in Stockholm
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Easy to access
Ready to start planning your event? Find out more about traveling to and around Stockholm.
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Showcase our city
Our Media Bank is full of free images and videos that you can use to promote your event. So go ahead and take your pick!


Contact us

Plan an event in Stockholm
Plan an event in Stockholm
We're here to help - always free of charge. Get in touch to take advantage of our customized services.

Send us a request
Go to contact form[image: ]Takes 1 minute
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Contact
Stockholm Business Region AB
Fleminggatan 4
SE-112 26 Stockholm

+46 8-508 280 00
business@stockholm.se
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